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Chapter 6 SURFACING – Model View
6.1 UV Tools
Although many materials can be recreated using 3D procedural shaders, there are a number of materials that cannot,
such as patterned cloth and paint effects, transfers, decals and logos, and surface relief materials such as tiled
surfaces. For these materials, either 2D procedural shaders or image maps must be used, but this creates a problem
of its own. When mapping 2D procedural shaders or images to a 3D surface, they become distorted or can ―break‖
or ―tear‖ in areas with complex or sudden changes in curvature.
UV mapping is a general solution to the problems encountered when trying to map 2D data onto a 3D surface.
U and V are virtual co-ordinates with U representing the horizontal component of an image or the x component of a
2D function, and V representing the vertical component of an image or the y component of a 2D function. Although
U and V are horizontal and vertical components of a 2D source, when mapped to a 3D object their orientation is
arbitrary.
UV mapping takes 3D geometry and assigns 3D points across the surface of the geometry to specific U and V
co-ordinates using algorithms which either flatten or unfold the 3D geometry to make a 2D map. When the surface
is rendered, the x and y values for a 2D procedural shader or the horizontal and vertical co-ordinates of pixels in an
image map can be determined by interpolating the values from the UV map for the corresponding points on the 3D
surface.

6.1.1 Standard UV Mapping Types
trueSpace offers a number of UV mapping options and also gives control over the repetition of image maps and
procedural patterns across an object‘s UV space. All UV mapping options can be scaled and rotated while the
projection tool is active to give the most appropriate fit.

Planar Projection
A UV map is applied that ―flattens‖ the UV space down onto a plane. The plane‘s orientation can be altered by
rotating the object‘s UV space. The result is that the material texture appears to be projected through the object in a
direction perpendicular to the plane.
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Cylindrical Projection
A UV map is applied with a cylindrical volume that surrounds the object. The cylinder‘s orientation can be altered
by rotating the object‘s UV space. The result is that the material texture appears to be projected inward from the
cylindrical space to the center of the object.

Spherical Projection
A UV map is applied with a spherical volume that is translated to an evenly spaced 2D grid with divisions
representing the latitude and longitude of the sphere. The sphere‘s orientation can be altered by rotating the object‘s
UV space. The result is that the material texture appears to be projected inward from the spherical space to the
center of the object.

Cubic Projection
A UV map is applied with a cubic volume where each face of the cube is a complete planar projection. The cube‘s
orientation can be altered by rotating the object‘s UV space. The result is that the material texture appears to be
projected inward from the six identical faces of the cube to the center of the object.
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Shrink-Wrap
A spherical volume larger than the chosen object is gradually shrunk around the object until its surface roughly
conforms to the surface of the chosen object. As the volume is shrunk and distorted a spherical UV mapping is
distorted in a similar manner. The result should be a UV projection that gives a better representation of the object‘s
surface than a standard spherical projection.

Shrink-Wrap Options Panel

•
•
•
•
•
•

Num Steps: Maximum number of steps to use when the wrap object is created.
Step Size: Determines the speed of creation (and the quality of the Shrink Wrap object).
Simplification: When enabled, a simplified version of complex objects (# faces > 80) is used for creating
the Shrink Wrap object. A value of 1% causes the most simplification; at 100%, there is no simplification.
Num. Faces: Determines the number of faces used to create the simplified object.
Num Segments: The number of segments for the Shrink Wrap sphere object. A higher number means
slower computation and better envelopment of the original object
UV Mapping: The mapping method of the source envelope object can be Spherical, Shrink Wrap Circle or
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•

Shrink Wrap Rectangle.
Wireframe: Draw the envelope object as wireframe instead of Solid representation.

6.1.2 Default UV Mapping
trueSpace assigns UV mappings to objects as they are created, as follows.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spheres and Ellipsoid objects: Spherical Projection.
Cylinders: Cylindrical Projection.
Lathe objects: A modified Cylindrical Projection bent around the object‘s profile.
Cubes and Cubic objects: Cubic Projection.
Torus and Helix: Both special cases whereby a Cylindrical Projection is bent to conform to the object‘s
circular shape.
Planes: Planar mapping with the UV space oriented to the plane.
Swept objects: Planar mapping with the UV space oriented to the swept curve for the top and bottom
surfaces and a modified cylindrical mapping across the object‘s length.

6.1.3 Applying UV Mapping
You can apply UV mapping in 1 of 2 ways:
1.

To the entire object by selecting the object and then selecting a suitable UV mapping option.

2.

By selecting portion of the objects using the polygon and vertex selection tools and applying separate UV
mapping options to different areas.
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After you apply UV mapping to the object or a selection and before you exit the UV tool, you can adjust the
mapping orientation using the normal Object Move, Rotate, and Scale tools.

6.1.4 Tutorial: The UV Mapping Editor
UV Mapping Editor
The UV Mapping Editor shows the UVs of your objects and allows you to edit them and observe the changes as
you make them. The Editor analyzes the selected object (and its sub-components if it is a group) and displays the
UV map for each set of coordinates found. You can switch between the textures by clicking on the editor‘s status bar,
where the current texture name is displayed, or by clicking the up/down arrows on the status bar.
Selection Tools
You can select geometry either in the UV Mapping Editor or in the Model view. In the screenshot below you can see
a simple cube with a texture map numbered by face. The face numbered ‗2‘ was selected in the Editor using the face
select tool. The face could have been just as easily selected in the perspective view window by entering point edit
mode and using the face select tool. Note that the face is highlighted both in the Editor (green) and the Model view
(light blue).
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Face “2” selected in Model view and in the UV Mapping Editor

Manipulation Tools
With geometry selected you can easily manipulate UV coordinates by using the move, rotate, and scale tools found
in the UV Mapping Editor. You can also weld and unweld UVs to achieve a lot of variety in your mapping
technique depending on your needs. To demonstrate, we have grabbed the left edge of the face numbered ‗1‘ on our
cube from the previous example and dragged it to the left. Notice how the texture shears on the face of the model with the ‗5‘ and ‗6‘ faces compressed on one side and how the texture on sides ‗4‘ and ‗1‘ have been shifted and
compressed as well, with ‗4‘ breaking onto the ‗1‘ side.
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Shearing the texture by moving an edge in the Editor

Though this principle is simple on the face of it you can achieve some very complex mapping results on more
complicated objects. Imagine taking a human head model and mapping it to a flattened, collaged image created from
photographs of a person. Clearly there is no way that automatic mapping will ever suffice to properly align the UVs
- so you will use this technique to tweak the mapping to achieve a perfect fit.
You can also unweld UVs from their neighbors so that your transformations will only affect the selected geometry.
In the example below we have detached face ‗2‘ from its neighbors and shifted the UV coordinates of the face to the
left a bit. Notice how both the numeral ‗1‘ and ‗2‘ now appear on face ‗2‘. For precision you can move objects
freehand or just grab an edge to slide it orthogonally.
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Edge moved again but this time it is unwelded

Texture Painting
The paintbrush tools found in the UV Mapping Editor allow you to paint onto textures. Just select color,
transparency, and other attributes and paint right onto your texture map. Below we have painted a couple of stripes
onto our example cube to show the tool in action. Of course you can achieve much more subtle results in your own
textures, using opacity, maps, and other techniques to gently age and weather models and so on.
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Four brush strokes applied using the Paint Brush tool

Exploring UV Mapping
Though you have so far seen only simple examples of using the UV Mapping Editor to lay out UVs the techniques
for using this tool apply to more complicated models as well. On the car model below the six faces making up the
windshield have been selected using the paint select tool in the UVE.
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Mapping for a more complex model

On more complex models you will often need to use the arrows in the lower right of the Editor to scroll through the
various mappings. You can also use the mesh color selector to change how the UVs are displayed in the Editor – in
the image above we have chosen white.
Applying UV maps to organic models such as characters is one of the most difficult tasks for many 3D artists. In the
example below, several faces of the mummy were selected using the rectangle selection tool in point edit mode.

The techniques described apply equally to organic models

Do not let complex geometry stop you from making great maps – select some faces, apply a map, and tweak the
UVs. Mapping can be difficult to master but, once you get the hang of it, the satisfaction of turning out a
well-mapped model is worth the effort.

6.1.5 UV Mapping Editor Tools
The toolbar attached to the left side of the UV Mapping Editor contains tools for manipulating the UV meshes:
Picking Tools

Pick Vertex

Pick Edge

Pick Face

Pick Context
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These tools are used for selecting by vertex, edge, face, or context. Left-click the mesh to pick individual vertices,
edges, or faces, use CTRL+click to add to an existing selection. Vertices, edges, and faces will be highlighted in
light blue as you move the mouse over them, and green once selected.
In addition, you can select all faces of the same material by SHIFT+clicking any vertex, edge, or face painted with
the material.

Selection Tools
Rectangle Select
Left-click and drag within the UV Mapping Editor window to draw a rectangle, selecting everything within it.

Freehand Select
Left-click and drag to select the vertices, edges, or faces under the cursor.

Manipulation Tools
Note: For each of these tools, you must have selected part of the mesh before using them. Also, it is important to
note that the UV mapping changes, but not the mesh geometry.

Point Move
Left-click and drag to move a selection.

Point Rotate
Left-click and drag to rotate the selected mesh around the center of the selection.
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Point Scale
Left-click and drag to scale width or height of the selected mesh. Right-click and drag to scale the selected mesh
uniformly.

Non-uniform scaling

Uniform scaling

Direct Manipulation Controls
There are two controls available as replacements for tools from the toolbar: the Mesh Navigation control, and the
Texture Space Navigation control.
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The Mesh Navigation control is a box created around the selected mesh. It has several clickable areas, which will
initiate following actions:
• Move: Left-click over the middle of the sides (where the yellow highlight appears) and drag to move the
selected mesh horizontally or vertically.
• Rotate: Left-click the red dot in the middle and drag to rotate the selected mesh.
• Uniform Scale: Left-click over either corner of the widget and drag to uniformly scale the selected mesh.
• Nonuniform Scale: Left-click the sides between the corner and middle (between the move and uniform
scale areas) and drag to scale the selected mesh in the horizontal or vertical axis.
The Texture Space Navigation control is represented by a blue triangle and a white box.
• Move area (blue triangle): Left-click and drag to move the texture space horizontally and vertically.
• Zoom (blue triangle): Right-click and drag to zoom in and out.
• Move control (white box): Left-click and drag to move the Texture Space Navigation control inside the
editor.
• Reset view (white box): Right-click to return to the default view.
Export Tools

Export Bitmap
Export Bitmap will save the current contents of the editor window (both texture and mesh) into a bitmap file. A
Save dialog will appear where you can choose the file name. The size of the exported bitmap will match the texture
selected in the editor; if there is no texture, it will match the size of the editor window.
Send Bitmap to External Editor
Send Bitmap to External Editor first asks you to save the contents of the UV Mapping Editor window to a bitmap
file, after which it opens the bitmap file using the application defined in the options dialog (see Options Dialog
below). When the saved file is modified, the texture will be reloaded as soon as the cursor passes over the UV
Mapping Editor window.
Texture painting

Paint Brush
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This tool allows you to paint onto textures. First you must select an object that has a bitmap texture. Right-click on
this icon to open the control panel for texture painting.

The three icons on the left, inside the panel, enable or disable painting in the color, transparency, and
displacement channels. Right-click on one of the three icons to adjust the color, transparency or displacement
mapping of the brush.
The brush preview area in the center of the panel shows the current brush as it would be painted. In the preview area,
there are three controls for adjusting the size of the current brush (top right corner), the overall transparency
(bottom left corner), and the amplitude of displacement (bottom right corner). To adjust any of these values, click
the control with the left mouse button and drag. The current brush will be updated as you move the mouse.
Note: When painting a displacement channel texture, holding the left mouse button will place the brush as it shown
in the preview area, while holding the right mouse button will reverse the amplitude, thus lowering the surface if the
amplitude is positive and vice versa.
The toolbar attached to the panel has three icons for selecting one of the default brush shapes: round, airbrush, or
square brush.
Mesh Tools

Weld vertices tool
The Weld Vertices tool allows you to weld several UV vertices into one. Manipulating with the new vertex is then
like manipulating with all welded vertices at once. The position of the new vertex is the average of all source
vertices. Source vertices are those which were selected at time of activating the Weld tool.

The above pictures show an example of working with the Weld Vertices tool. Firstly, two vertices are selected (1st
picture), Weld tool is activated (2nd picture), and then another two vertices are selected and welded (3rd picture).
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Break mesh tool
The Break tool allows you to separate a section of the mesh and manipulate it independently from the rest. By
activating this tool, currently selected faces are separated along the edges from the rest of the mesh.

The pictures above show an example of working with the Break tool: Select a group of faces (1st picture), activate
the Break tool, the selected mesh is separated and can be manipulated independently and in this case scaled down
(2nd picture).
UV Mesh Color
UV Mesh Color allows you to assign the color to be used for the UV mesh in UV editor. Def color means that the
color of the mesh is defined as a visually opposite color to the actual texture color, making the mesh easy to
recognize. The default color does not work well for every texture, so you have the option to pick any color from the
list.
UV Mapping Editor Options

This dialog is activated by right-clicking on the UV Mapping Editor icon. The two buttons X and Y determine
which axis is manipulated when the Move, Rotate, or Scale tools are used. Click on them to toggle between active
(button down) and inactive (button up).
The next three buttons determine what is displayed in the editor window, and also what will be saved to files with
the Export tools. The three icons toggle wire mesh display, color textured display, and displacement textured
display.
The external editor button and the edit box are used to define which application to run when the Send bitmap to
external editor tool is activated.

6.1.6 UV Unwrapper
The UV Unwrapper tool is useful when texturing complicated objects. Planar, spherical and other UV mappings
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can often produce self-intersecting UV meshes, which are hard to work with in the UV Mapping Editor.
In the following example, we will create a new UV mapping for a simple sphere object, but it could be a head, a car
chassis, or any other polyhedral object.

The picture above shows three stages (left to right) of the unwrapping process. The first is the original object, which
is cut open on one side. The second stage shows the object a while after the unwrapping process began, and the last
stage on right shows the final shape, which lies completely on a plane.
After the unwrapping process is finished, the original object is restored with its UV mapping obtained from that of
the unwrapped object.

To start unwrapping an object, make sure it is selected, and click on the Unwrapper tool button. Note that
unwrapping can only be performed on open objects, so a closed object like a sphere will need to be edited in one of
two ways: select and delete faces to make the object open (as in the above image), or use the UV Slice tool to
prepare the UV mesh for unwrapping (described below).
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If the mesh is acceptable for unwrapping, the process starts immediately. A representation of the UV mesh will be
visibly flattened, and will assign the new UV mapping as soon as the unwrapped object is flat enough. You can stop
this process at any time by pressing ESC.
Note: Holding the ALT key when activating the unwrapper tool will allow you to run the process of slicing the
object (UV Slice tool) and unwrapping (UV Unwrapper tool) in one step. The process is done on a copy of the
object so that only the object‘s UV mapping is changed and nothing else. It prevents topology changes caused by the
UV Slice tool on the original object. This helps especially when unwrapping SDS objects.

6.1.7 UV Slice Tool
UV Slice Tool
The UV Slice tool can be used to prepare a mesh for the Unwrapper tool. With this tool, it is possible to prepare the
UV mesh of a closed object (normally unusable by the Unwrapper tool) for unwrapping, without deleting any faces
from the object. The sphere in the image above was prepared in this way.
Upon activating the tool, trueSpace enters a point edit like mode, where you can select the edges that you want to be
separated or disconnected by left-clicking on them. After the selection of edges, right-clicking completes the
process.
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6.2 Paint Tools
One of the most common criticisms of computer generated images, especially when trying to re-create a
photo-realistic image, is that they appear so clean and perfect. It is possible to get around this by using complex
multi-layer shaders which incorporate a layer representing dirt, decay, paint, scratches and so on, but complex
shaders can only go so far in re-creating these random or chaotic effects.
trueSpace also includes tools for directly painting one material over another on the surface of an object. These tools
can be used to create effects such as dirt and scratches in a more natural and less contrived manner. 3D paint tools
are not just restricted to recreating dirt and scratches either but can be used for anything from spots and pimples on
the skin of a character to detailed paintings hanging in a gallery.

6.2.1 The 3D Paint Tool
3D Paint tool
Although trueSpace provides comprehensive material and texturing tools with support for multi-layer shaders, it is
not always possible to create realistic and natural effects using these tools. Real difficulties can arise when trying to
recreate effects that are determined in part by the geometry of the underlying surface.
Feature-following effects such as dirt in the crevices of a statue‘s features, or wear and tear at the corners and edges
of aged objects can be very difficult to recreate using conventional shaders. Multilayer shaders may help by
allowing masking between the feature-following shader and a base material shader, but it can be difficult creating an
image that accurately conforms to the UV space of the object and can take into account the surface geometry. 3D
paint tools allow painting directly on an object‘s surface, so for example, it is relatively easy to paint dirt into a tight
corner or crack.
3D paint tools also make it much easier to recreate random, chaotic or organic effects.

6.2.2 How Does 3D Painting Work?
When an object is created, a UV projection is assigned to that object, or an alternative UV projection can be
assigned. The 3D paint tools create a series of bit-mapped images that directly match portions of an object‘s UV
space. It is these images that are actually painted on.
As the paint tools are used, their position on the object‘s surface is translated into a position on a UV-mapped image.
The object may be subdivided before painting begins, and the paint tool assigns UV projection maps on a per face
basis to the object in order to simplify the process of translation and to provide a relatively even ‗canvas.‘
The images that are created as painting progresses are then used as a source of data for blending between the various
shaders being applied through the 3D paint tools

6.2.3 Tutorial: Age an Object
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In the image above most of the objects in the scene have a slightly grubby, aged, or worn appearance, and this adds
to the realism of a very simple scene. The tin, however, appears to be in almost mint condition. To finish the scene
the tin needs to be distressed, or artificially aged.
In the real world the distressed effect would be achieved by rubbing away the paint at the corners and edges of the
tin to reveal the metal surface underneath.
To achieve the same effect in trueSpace:
1.

Open the file humbug1.scn.

2.

Open the Material Editor by clicking the Material Editor

3.

Click the Material Sampling

4.

Click the 3D Paint

5.

Right-click the 3D Paint icon to open the 3D Paint Properties panel – these properties need to be set
before painting commences as they control both the way in which the tool is applied and the real time
feedback of the tool.

6.

In the 3D Paint Properties panel click and drag on the Refresh tab to select Medium, click and drag on the
Render tab to select HardBest, click and drag on the Txt Res tab to select High.

7.

Click and drag the slider on the left of the 3D Paint Properties panel until it is roughly half way down.

8.

Click the Anti-alias icon in the 3D Paint Properties panel.

9.

Now it is time to set the brush.

icon.

icon then click on one of the metallic surfaces on the humbug tin object.

icon to open the 3D Paint panel.

10. Right-click on the Brush Size
11. Right-click on the Brush Alpha
90.

icon, and in the Size dialog set both Width and Height to about 10.
icon, and in the Transparency dialog set the Alpha value to about
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12. Right-click on the Brush Feather
to about 10.

icon, and in the Feather dialog set both Feather X and Feather Y

13. In the 3D Paint panel click both the Color Shader
icon and the Reflectance Shader
they are selected. The other two shader icons should not be selected.
14. Right click the Color Shader
metallic material.

icon until

icon, and adjust the color in the Plain Color dialog to match that of the

15. Now it‘s time to start painting. With the Paint Tool
from the 3D Paint panel selected, click and drag
over the defining corners and edges of the humbug tin object.

16. Release the mouse button after each stroke in order to see the effect of the stroke.
17. If the effect is too severe, click the Undo

icon and wait for the image to refresh, then continue.

18. Repeat the painting process until the edges begin to appear suitably worn.

19. To complete the effect, paint a few small areas on the main body of the humbug tin object in the same
manner. The result should look something like the image below.
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20. Now render

the scene. The difference is a subtle one, but very effective all the same.

Note: 3D Paint is a very memory and processor intensive process and requires some hard drive space to store the
image files it creates. 3D paint also takes some practice and patience, but the results can be very satisfying.

6.2.4 3D Paint Icons and Controls
3D paint tools are controlled using two panels.
The 3D Paint panel contains the paint tools themselves together with controls for the brush shape, size, rotation,
alpha and feathering, and controls to select the shader channels that will be used while painting. This panel also
displays a brush preview image. To access this panel, click the 3D Paint icon.
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Paint Tool Types
Click and drag the Paint Tool icon to access the Paint, Bright, Spray, and Erase tools.
Paint Tool
Click this icon to select the standard Paint tool. With this tool selected brush strokes are even and smooth, with even
feathering. This is the equivalent of painting directly with the defined brush.
Bright Tool
Click this icon to select the Bright tool. With this tool selected only the Luminance level of the underlying material
is altered by the paint tool; color (Hue and Saturation) remains the same. Brush strokes are even and smooth with
even feathering. When the painted color is darker than the base material, this is the equivalent of a Burn or Darken
tool. When the painted color is lighter than the base material it is the equivalent of a Dodge or Lighten tool.
Spray Tool
Click this icon to select the Spray tool. With this tool selected brush strokes are uneven and scattered, resembling a
paint spray. If feathering is used, the spray becomes thinner as the brush edge becomes fainter. Right-click this icon
to access the density slider that controls how densely the spots or particles that make up the spray are distributed.
Erase Tool
Click this icon to select the Erase tool. With this tool selected brush strokes effectively remove the effects of strokes
made using the other tools, restoring the base material.
Brush Types
Click and drag the Circle brush icon to access the Circular, Rectangular, and Image Brush icons.
Circular Brush
Click this icon to select the Circular (Elliptical) Brush. The shape of the brush can be altered by varying its Width,
Height, Rotation, and Feathering values.
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Rectangular Brush
Click this icon to select the Rectangular Brush. The shape of the brush can be altered by varying its Width, Height,
Rotation and Feathering values.
Image Brush
Click this icon to select the Image Brush. The shape of the brush can be altered by varying its Width, Height, and
Rotation values, but Feathering cannot be used.
The Image Brush presents a special case. Right-click the image brush icon to open an Image panel. Left-click on this
panel to load an image via the Image Browser. Images of any file type supported by trueSpace and of any size can
be imported as image brushes.
If an image contains Alpha or Transparency information, that information will determine the shape of the brush;
otherwise the brush will be rectangular. The colors of the image determine the painting colors, the effect being
similar to applying transfers or stamps.
Brush Behavior Settings
Four settings are available on the main preview panel.
Brush Rotate
Click and drag this icon to alter the rotation of the current brush. Right-click this icon to open a Brush Rotate
dialog where the angle of rotation can be altered by either numerical entry or clicking and dragging the arrow
(spinner) controls.
Brush Size
Click and drag this icon to alter the width and height of the current brush. Right-click this icon to open a Brush Size
dialog where the width and height can be altered by either numerical entry or clicking and dragging the arrow
(spinner) controls.
Brush Transparency
Click and drag this icon to alter the transparency of the current brush. Right-click this icon to open a Transparency
dialog where the alpha value can be altered by either numerical entry or clicking and dragging the arrow (spinner)
controls.
Brush Feather
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Click and drag this icon to alter the feathering (the amount of blending between the opaque and transparent parts of
the brush shape) of the current brush. Right-click this icon to open a Feather dialog where the Feather X and
Feather Y value can be altered by either numerical entry or clicking and dragging the arrow (spinner) controls.
Note: Feathering has no effect when an Image Brush is selected.

Use Color Shader

Use Transparency

Use Reflectance

Use Displacement

In addition to the brush controls and properties, each of the shader channels (Color,
Transparency, Reflectance, and Displacement) that are applied when painting one material
over another can be enabled or disabled by clicking on the shader icons found on the left of the
3D Paint panel.

This feature is especially useful when creating distressed effects (see tutorial) or using the 3D
Paint Tools to add ‗dirt‘ and ‗grime‘ to an object.
3D Paint Properties Panel
The 3D Paint Properties panel contains controls that determine the continuity of the painting
process, the resolution at which the painting process takes place, and controls for the real time
feedback of the painting process. To access this panel, right-click the 3D Paint icon.
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Randomize Color
Click this icon to enable or disable the Randomize Color option. This option randomly alters the
Red, Green and Blue color values each time a new brush stroke is made.
Continuous Painting
Click this icon to enable or disable Continuous Painting mode. When Continuous Painting
mode is enabled the marks made by the brush stroke are evenly spaced, with the size of the
spacing determined by the Continuity Slider, and the overall speed and distance of the mouse
movement. When Continuous Painting mode is disabled, the marks made by the brush stroke are
unevenly spaced, with the size of the spacing determined by the Continuity Slider, and the actual
mouse events recorded while making the brush stroke.
Anti-alias
Click this icon to enable or disable the Anti-alias option. When the Anti-alias option is enabled,
the ‗blending‘ images created by the paint are smoothed or blurred slightly to reduce the
appearance of stepping or jagged edges.

Continuity Slider
Clicking and dragging this slider alters the continuity setting for the paint tool. Continuity is
determined by the rate at which marks are made by the paint tool in relation to the overall speed
and distance of the mouse movement. Increase continuity by dragging the slider down if brush
strokes appear to be patchy or broken up.

Density Slider
This slider applies only to the Spray tool. Right-click the Spray tool to show the panel. Clicking
and dragging this slider alters the density of the spray or particles. Increase the density by
dragging the slider up. This will give an effect similar to an aerosol spray where the color is quite
even and gives good coverage. Reducing the density will give an effect similar to an airbrush,
and with really low density values the effect of a scatter brush (a stiff brush that has paint
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‗flicked‘ from it by dragging a knife across its bristles) can be achieved.
Limitations and Issues
The main limitations of these tools are those of geometric complexity. The 3D Paint tools create
a blending image for each face of an object being painted, therefore it is not advisable to paint
objects that are geometrically complex with many small faces as the process will use a large
amount of hard drive space and also run slowly.
There are also issues relating to the nature of the geometry being painted. The blending images
created by the 3D Paint tools are square. If you have an object that is tall and thin, you should try
to subdivide the geometry down its length to avoid the appearance of stretching or distortion in
brush strokes. 3D Paint works best when faces are distributed evenly across an object‘s surface.
However, sometimes the uneven nature of the geometry can actually contribute to achieving the
desired result. For example, in the ―aging‖ tutorial presented in this chapter, the nature of the
geometry actually makes it easier to paint the distressed effect because the brush strokes are
distorted in such a way at the edges and corners that the effect becomes ‗compounded‘, and if the
brush slips over to one of the larger, squarer faces the high alpha value makes the ‗wearing‘
effect almost invisible.
Finally, it should be noted that some geometry types do not respond well to the 3D Paint tools.
There may be noticeable problems when painting Boolean and SubDivided objects.
NURBS patches must be converted to polyhedral objects before painting.
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6.3 LW Material Editor
Material Editor

Building a convincing 3D scene would be very difficult if everything in that scene had to be reproduced as 3D
geometry alone. Objects in the real world have texture and color, and different objects interact with light in different
ways. Imagine trying to reproduce the complex texture of a material like wood or marble using just geometry.
trueSpace includes comprehensive tools for reproducing both surface materials such as painted and printed surfaces,
and solid materials such as stone, wood and metal. Using the LightWorks rendering engine, trueSpace offers control
over material surface properties such as color, reflection, shininess, transparency, translucency and surface
roughness. Every property of an object‘s material can be determined using either procedural shaders or bit-mapped
images.

6.3.1 Material Management
Many 3D applications manage materials with a ―material list‖ – a centralized list of materials – instead of storing the
material with the object. In trueSpace, however, each object has its own material, which can be modified
individually for that object. To manage your materials in trueSpace, it is important to be familiar with the Material
List tool.
The Material List can be opened by clicking on the Material List icon at the bottom of the Material Editor toolbar,
shown in the image below.
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This will display a library panel containing a list of all materials used in the current trueSpace scene. It is important
not to confuse the material library (a collection of materials that can be used in the scene) with the Material List (a
list of materials that are used in the scene). The Material List is shown in the image below.

The panel contains five distinct elements:
• A list of all materials used in the current trueSpace scene. Note that the ―active‖ material is shown with a
sunken border. You can activate a material by left-clicking on it.
• Select objects button: Selects all of the top objects in the scene that use the active material.
• Select faces button: Selects all faces of active object(s) that use the active material.
• A list of the names of all objects that use the active material.
• A list of the names of image files used by the active material.
Please note that Material List is a snapshot of the current scene, generated whenever you click the Material List
icon (even if the Material List is already open).
Material List menu
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You can access additional tools by right-clicking on any material in the Material List:
• Replace: Replaces the list entry with the material currently in the Material Editor. This also performs a
global material replace, substituting the new material for all instances of the original material in the scene.
This can also be accomplished by dragging a material from the Material Editor and dropping it in the on the
material you want to replace in the Material List.
• Rename: Renames the material. Materials in trueSpace scenes do not have names, so every material entry
will appear with name ―material.‖ You can rename the material entry, but this information is not persistent,
and refreshing the Material List will destroy the material name.
• Save As: Saves a Material List as a Material Library.

6.3.2 Tutorial: Create, Edit & Apply Materials

Texturing the cheeseboard:
1.

Open the file ―cheeseboard1.scn.‖

2.

Open the Material Editor by left-clicking on the Material Editor

3.

Click on the Material Sampler
material.

4.

Click on the Color Shader
icon, and then click on the small red arrow at the top of the Color Shader
properties panel to expand it. Alter the colors of the wood grain to make them slightly paler.

5.

Click on the Reflectance Shader
and dragging the slider.

6.

With the cheeseboard object selected click on the Paint Object

icon.

icon, and then click on the cheeseboard object to begin working on its

icon and increase the Luminance value to about 0.25 by clicking

icon.
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Texturing the cheese rind:
1.

Right-click on the Material Editor panel and choose reset all from the pop up menu.

2.

Select the cheese object. Right-click on the Color Shader
icon and select the Marble shader.
Left-click on the Color Shader icon, roll out the properties panel as before, and adjust the shader settings
until you have a Marble shader that looks like a cheese rind.

3.

Right-click on the Reflectance Shader
okay).

4.

Right-click on the Displacement Shader
icon and select the Rough shader. Left-click the
Displacement Shader icon and adjust the shader‘s Scale and Sharpness values until the material preview
closely resembles a cheese rind.

5.

With the cheese object selected, click the Paint Object

icon and select the Matte shader (the default settings will be

icon.

Texturing the exposed cheese surfaces:
1.

Reset all as before, and then left-click the Color Shader

icon and adjust the color to a creamy yellow.

2.

Select the Paint Face tool.

3.

Paint the exposed cheese by clicking on the relevant faces with the Paint Faces

tool active, rotating
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the viewpoint to reach faces that are obscured.

Texturing the apple:
1.

Select the apple object and reset the material as before.

2.

Right-click on the Color Shader
icon and select the Texture Map shader. Left-click the Color Shader
icon, click inside the properties panel, and import the file ―applskin.tga.‖

3.

Right-click on the Reflectance Shader
okay).

icon and select Caligari Phong (the default settings will be

4.

Select the Paint Over Existing Material

tool by clicking and dragging the Paint Face

5.

Click on the green part of the apple object to apply the current material to the apple.

icon.

Material and Shader Libraries
There are libraries for both Shaders (divided into a library for each of the Shader channels) and for Materials.
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In many cases Materials and Shaders can be dragged directly onto objects or into the Material Editor.

If you create a Material you wish to keep, simply select the Material using the Material Sampling tool if it is not
already resident in the Material Editor. Open the relevant Material Library or create a new Library. Then right-click
the Library Panel and select ―Insert‖ from the small popup menu.
For more details, please see Artist Guide Chapter 2: User Interface.

6.3.3 Material Editor Tools

With 4 shader channels containing over 60 different shaders, plus the ability to add custom shaders, creating and
editing materials is a complex task. The Material Editor has been designed to simplify and rationalize this task by
keeping together all the controls needed for material creation, application and placement.
The main texture editor panel contains a material preview image with icons for controlling the placement and
application of materials running down the left hand side, and icons to select shaders along the top. The material
preview image can be scaled by clicking and dragging the triangular tab in the bottom right hand corner.
In order to be able to create materials and apply them quickly and accurately, it is necessary to know what each of
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the icons on the material editor panel represents, and how the various functions of the material editor can be
activated or accessed.
The following section will explain what each icon in the material editor does.
Material Editor - Icons
Animate Material
Clicking this icon will open a small panel with controls for key-framing material settings. Materials can be animated
in much the same way as geometry and the key-frame information created can later be edited in the Scene Editor.

Paint Object
Clicking this icon will apply the current material to the selected object or objects.

Paint Faces
Clicking this icon will activate the face-painting tool. With this tool, the current material can be directly applied to
individual faces on an object.
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Paint Over Existing Material
Clicking this icon will activate the replace material tool. This tool acts as a flood fill. Clicking any area of an object
with this tool will cause all areas of the object painted with the material under the cursor to be replaced with the
current material.

Paint Vertices
Clicking on this icon activates the paint vertices tool. With this tool the current material is applied to each of the
vertices that is clicked on. The materials applied to the object are then blended or interpolated between the vertices
of the object.

Sample Material
Clicking this icon will activate the material sampling tool. This tool allows you to sample materials from the surface
of an object simply by clicking an area with the material you wish to sample applied to it.
Faceted
Clicking on this icon switches off any smoothing of the material. Objects with materials applied that have this
option set will appear faceted, each face clearly visible.
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example of a cylinder with faceted material

Auto Facet
Clicking on this icon enables the auto facet option. An object with an auto facet material applied will appear smooth
unless the angle between one face and the next exceeds an angular threshold (auto facet angle). For example, auto
facet could be set to 45 degrees, a sphere would appear smooth while a cube would appear faceted. The auto facet
angle can be accessed and set by right-clicking on this icon. The default value is 32 degrees.

example of a cylinder with auto facet material

Smooth
Clicking on this icon enables the smooth option. trueSpace will attempt to display smooth shading on all angles of
the faces painted with this material, no matter how great the angle.

example of a cylinder with a smooth material

Material Preview Sphere
Clicking this icon sets the material preview to an image of a sphere with the current material applied.

Material Preview Plane
Clicking this icon sets the material preview to an image of a flat plane with the current material applied.
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Area IIR
Clicking this icon sets the material preview to an image of whatever part of the scene is directly behind the material
preview pane. This uses interactive image regeneration to quickly render that portion of the scene as alterations are
made by rendering only those parts of the scene that have changed.

Scene IIR
Clicking this icon sets the material preview to a thumbnail image of the entire scene. This uses interactive image
regeneration to quickly render the scene as alterations are made by rendering only those parts of the scene that have
changed. Please note that this mode only works for the LightWorks render engine, and is disabled if you are
currently using the VirtuaLight or optional VRay render engines. Also, the IIR mode does not work while an HDRI
lightsource is being used.

Note: In both Area IIR and Scene IIR, materials can be changed interactively without manually repainting faces. For
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example, half of this sphere was painted with the ―wrapped checker‖ color shader, while the other half was painted
with a plain color. The Material Preview IIR has been positioned over part of the sphere. The Inspect tool has been
used on the checkered part of the sphere.

After inspecting a material on the object being viewed, changing the material in the ME automatically updates the
material on the sphere, just as if the Paint Over Existing Materials tool had been used.
Scene Material List
See section 6.3.1 Material Management.
Color Shader
Left-clicking this icon will open the properties panel for the currently selected color shader, while right-clicking
will open the color shader selector, which contains thumbnail preview images of all the installed color shaders.
To select a color shader from the color shader selector, left-click on its preview image.
Bump Shader
Left-clicking this icon will open the properties panel for the currently selected bump shader, while right-clicking
will open the bump shader selector, which contains thumbnail preview images of all the installed bump shaders.
To select a bump shader from the bump shader selector, left-click on its preview image.
Reflectance Shader
Left-clicking this icon will open the properties panel for the currently selected reflectance shader, while
right-clicking icon will open the reflectance shader selector, which contains thumbnail preview images of all the
installed reflectance shaders.
To select a reflectance shader from the reflectance shader selector, left-click on its preview image.
Material Emission
The Material Emission panel allows you to use a regular object as an area light. (See Artist Guide Chapter 5: Lighting
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and Rendering for more information on area lights.) Each face that is painted with an emissive material acts as an
individual area light, supporting multi-colored lighting, and is visible when rendered.
Left-click the Material Emission icon to bring up the Material Emission property panel.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use Material Light: When enabled, the current material will cause any face that it is painted on to emit
light based on the current color shader. Because this feature is attached to the material, it can be painted on
individual faces or entire objects.
Intensity Slider/Edit Field: Sets the intensity of light emission for the current material.
Shadow / NoShadow Popup: Toggle shadow casting by the object light on or off.
Ray / Map Popup: Toggle raycast or mapped shadows if shadows are enabled.
Shadow Transparency: Toggle casting of transparent or opaque shadows by transparent objects.
Falloff: No falloff, linear falloff, or squared falloff.
Min. Subdiv and Max. Subdiv: Control the sampling of the object light, thus allowing you to trade
rendering speed for image quality. The meaning of the parameters is the same as that of area lights (see
Artist Guide Chapter 5: Lighting and Rendering).

Note: In solid draw mode, object area lights are rendered as black and do not cast light, so their effects can only
been seen when rendered.
Transparency Shader
This icon actually appears on the color shader properties panel, so this panel must be active to access the
transparency shader channel. Clicking this icon will open the properties panel for the currently selected
transparency shader, while right-clicking will open the transparency shader selector, which contains thumbnail
preview images of all the installed transparency shaders.
To select a transparency shader from the transparency shader selector, left-click on its preview image. Custom
shaders have a custom shader icon.
Properties Panel Controls
The handle on the right hand side of the Material Editor has three states, depending on how many shader panels are
currently being displayed.

If no shader panels are open, the handle will display a single arrow pointing to the right. Clicking it will expand
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all shader panels.

If any shader panels are open, the handle will display arrows pointing in both directions. Dragging this arrow to
the right will open the rest of the shader panels, while dragging it to the left will close shader panels. Clicking it
once will close all shader panels.

If all shaders panels are open, the handle will not have any arrows. Dragging it to the left will close shader
panels, while clicking it once will close all shader panels.
•

If no panels are open, clicking a shader icon will open that single panel.

•

If one panel is open, clicking a shader icon will replace the open panel with the new one.

•

If more than one panel is open, clicking a shader icon will open the new panel to the right of the open
panels without closing any of them.

Note: The Material Emission panel, because it is different from the other shader panels, does not appear when the
handle is clicked or dragged.
Material Layer
Click on this icon to access a layer within a multi-layer material.
Current Material Layer
The Material Layer icon for the currently selected layer.
Image Alpha
Select this icon on any of the shader channel properties panel in the currently selected layer of a multi-layer texture
to set the layer‘s blending mode in that channel to an image-based alpha blend. The image will be used as a ―mask‖
for the current layer, with lighter parts of the image making those parts of the layer more transparent, and darker
parts of the image making those parts of the layer more opaque and visible.
Absolute Alpha
Select this icon on any of the shader channel properties panels in the currently selected layer of a multi-layer texture
to set the layer‘s blending mode in that channel to an absolute alpha blend. The higher this value, the more
transparent the layer will be.
Expand Properties
Click on the arrow to expand any of the shader channel properties panels, revealing parameters that are otherwise
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hidden. The red X deletes the current shader in that channel - the equivalent of setting the shader to none or to plain
color in the case of the color shader channel.
Collapse Properties
Click on the arrow to collapse any of the shader channel properties panels, hiding the additional parameters of the
current shader. The red X deletes the current shader in that channel, which is equivalent to setting the shader to none
or to plain color in the case of the color shader channel.
Material Editor - Color Selector

Colors are selected by clicking in the hue and saturation color space, and then selecting the lightness or value using
the slider to the right of the color space. Right-clicking the color space will open a secondary color selector that
offers Red, Green and Blue values adjustable by sliders or numeric entry (0 to 255).

Material Editor - Reflectance Controls

Each of the parameters from the standard Reflectance shader model has a slider in the reflectance channel properties
panel. Values can be set by either positioning the sliders, or by right-clicking the panel, which opens a secondary
panel with value fields for each of the parameters. In the secondary panel the values can be set either by numerical
entry or by using the ―spinner‖ controls (the black arrows) to the right of each value.
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Material Editor - Blend Control

When absolute alpha blend is selected for a shader channel layer in a multi-layer material, the blend level is
controlled by a single slider. The higher this value, the more transparent the layer will be.

6.3.4 Shader Channels
There are many different shaders available in trueSpace. These are grouped into four shader channels as follows:
•
•
•
•

Color: Controls the surface color of the material before light has interacted with it.
Reflectance: Controls the way in which light interacts with the material surface, including how it is
reflected from the surface and how it passes through the surface.
Transparency: Controls the extent to which the surface can be ‗seen through,‘ with limited effects on the
way light passes through the surface (more on this later).
Bump: Controls the apparent roughness of the surface.

All of these shader channels can be used in combination to produce extremely complex and detailed materials. The
individual shaders will be covered in detail later in this section.
Before looking at the shaders, it is important to understand which properties are controlled in each shader channel.
Color

The color channel is very straightforward. It controls just the surface color of an object, although this can be
determined in a number of ways.
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•
•
•
•
•

Color can just be a single color value consisting of red, green and blue components.
Color can be taken from a position in a gradient between 2 or more color values.
Color can be determined as the output of a 2D function. The UV coordinates of a point on an object‘s
surface are fed into a mathematical formula, which then returns either a color value or the position within a
color gradient to derive a color value.
Color can be determined as the output of a 3D function. The X, Y and Z coordinates of a point in space are
fed into a mathematical formula, which then returns either a color value or the position within a color
gradient to derive a color value.
Color can be taken from a bit-mapped image whereby the UV coordinates of a point on an object‘s surface
are relative to the pixel coordinates on the bit-mapped image.

Reflectance

Reflectance is the most complex of the shader channels, controlling the way in which light interacts with an object‘s
surface. Reflectance shaders can include control over the following properties:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Luminance (or ambient) co-efficient: This is an arbitrary property which determines how bright the
surface will be before any light has interacted with it.
Diffuse co-efficient: This property determines how much light is scattered across the surface before
highlights are calculated. For example, a material such as paper would have a high diffuse co-efficient,
giving a bright, matte finish.
Shininess co-efficient: This property determines the brightness of surface highlights. For example, hard,
shiny surfaces such as plastics will have bright highlights.
Specular (or roughness) co-efficient: This property determines the spread and softness of surface
highlights. The spread and softness are inversely proportional to the specular value. For example, hard,
shiny surfaces such as plastics have hard, tight highlights, while softer surfaces such as brushed metal have
large, soft highlights.
Reflection (or mirror) co-efficient: This property determines how much color reflected from the
environment or taken from an environment map will be mixed with the color of the surface (as determined
by all other shader properties). For example, polished metal will have a high mirror co-efficient, clearly
reflecting the surrounding environment.
Transmission co-efficient: This determines how much light can pass through the material. This differs
from transparency, as the light that passes through the material via transmission can be distorted or
refracted. For example, glass has a very high transmission co-efficient.
Refraction co-efficient: This determines the extent to which light is bent as it passes through an object.
For example, a value of 1 would result in the light passing through directly, while higher values would
bend the light as though it were passing through glass or water.
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•

Specular Color: Shaders with a specular highlight may include a color tab to set the color that shows in the
highlighted areas.

Reflection, transmission and refraction all use ray tracing in their calculations, meaning Raytracing must be
enabled in the Rendering options for the results to display properly.
Transparency

The transparency channel is very straightforward. It controls just how opaque or transparent an object is across its
surface, although this can be determined in a number of ways.
•
•
•
•
•

Transparency can just be a single transparency value.
Transparency can be taken from a position in a gradient between 2 or more transparency values.
Transparency can be determined as the output of a 2D function. The UV co-ordinates of a point on an
object‘s surface are fed into a mathematical formula which then returns either a transparency value or the
position within a transparency gradient to take a transparency value from.
Transparency can be determined as the output of a 3D function. The X, Y and Z co-ordinates of a point in
space are fed into a mathematical formula which then returns either a transparency value or the position
within a transparency gradient to take a transparency value from.
Transparency can be taken from a bit-mapped image whereby the UV co-ordinates of a point on an object‘s
surface are relative to the pixel co-ordinates on the bit-mapped image. The value can either be an absolute
value (for example black is transparent while all other colors are opaque) or determined by the overall
brightness of the pixel (the average value of the red, green and blue components).

Bump

Bump shaders use values taken from the overall brightness of the pixels in a bit-mapped image, or calculated using a
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2D or 3D function to alter the surface normal values calculated for each point on an object‘s surface. The surface
normal is a unit vector (a vector with an overall length of 1) which is at right angles to a surface. It is the difference
between the surface normal and the light direction that determines how brightly the surface is lit. (Note: the distance
from the light source is also a factor for all but infinite and skylights.) By distorting the surface normal value, the
surface can be made to appear bumpy or rough.
Bump shader properties will generally include a bump height value, and a scale value in the case of procedural
shaders, or tiling values for bump maps based on bit-mapped images.
It is important to remember that while bump shaders give the appearance of surface relief detail, they do not have
any effect on geometry, so they may lose their effectiveness if the object is viewed at a sharp angle, or its edges
curve away from the viewer. In the example to the right, notice how the profile of the sphere is smooth, despite the
bump map applied to the object.

6.3.5 Multi-layer Materials
Single shaders combined across the four shader channels can, in theory, recreate almost any material imaginable. In
practice, however, it is often simpler to re-create complex effects such as corroded metal, dirt streaking, or the
addition of logos and decals to objects by using multiple layers of shaders.
trueSpace supports multi-layer materials, allowing shaders to be stacked and each layer to be blended on the
individual channels with the layer beneath.

In the image above, multi-layer shader materials have been used for both the sphere and the floor objects.
The sphere object uses image alpha blending between a smooth, shiny, metallic layer and a coarse, turbulent, matte
layer to create a ‗rusted‘ effect.
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Layer 1

Layer 2

The floor object uses absolute alpha blending between a checked, highly reflective layer and a non-reflective Blue
Marble layer.
Layer 1
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Layer 2

Adding and Destroying Layers
Right-clicking on the material preview panel will display a menu with the following options.
•
•
•
•

Add New Layer: Adds a new layer to the stack above the uppermost layer in the stack. There can be up to
8 layers in the stack.
Destroy Layer: Removes the currently selected layer from the stack.
Duplicate Layer: Adds a copy of the currently selected layer beneath that layer. In the case of the base
layer, the copy becomes the base layer.
Reset All: Resets the material to the default values for all shader channels and collapses the stack to just a
single layer.
Image Alpha Blending

Layers can be blended using the brightness values of any image to determine the blending value at each point. Select
the Image Alpha option, then left-click on the empty space at the bottom of the shader channel properties panel to
open the image browser.
On the base layer, the image alpha option acts as an overall transparency shader with the following parameters:
•
•
•
•
•

File: This is the bit-mapped image to be used, and can be a tga, bmp, dib, jpg, png, avi, dds, txr, ndl, tif or
lwi file.
U and V Repts: These control how often the texture map is repeated across the object‘s UV space.
U and V Offset: These control the offset of the initial positioning of the texture map in the object‘s UV
space.
Flt: When checked, the texture map will be filtered rather than point sampled as it is rendered. This may
help smooth the pixilated appearance of some bitmaps.
Anim: Allows texture mapped avi files to be animated on a frame per rendered frame basis.
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Absolute Alpha Blending
Layers can be blended using a single value that is controlled by a slider at the bottom of the shader properties panel.
On the base layer, the absolute alpha option acts as an overall transparency shader, the equivalent of plain
transparency.
Transparency and Multi-Layer Materials
Transparency shaders are only available on the base layer of a multi-layer material and have an effect on the overall
transparency of the material.

6.3.6 Tutorial: Create Multi-Layer Materials

1.

Open the file ―cheesboard2.scn.‖

2.

Select the cheeseboard object and sample the material by clicking the Material Sampling
clicking the cheeseboard object.

3.

Right-click the Material Editor panel and select ―Add new layer‖ from the pop up menu.

icon, then
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4.

Open all the shader properties panels by clicking on the Material Editor Rollup

icon.

5.

Select the Image Alpha
blending option for both the color and reflectance shaders in the currently
selected layer. In each case, use the file ―dust.tga.‖

6.

Right-click the Color Shader
g192, b192).

7.

Right-click the Reflectance Shader

8.

Make sure that the cheeseboard object is selected, and click on the Paint Object

icon and select Plain Color, then set the color to a pale grey (r192,

icon and select Matte. The default settings will be okay.
icon.

Using the file ―rust.tga‖ with the Image Alpha blending option, try to recreate the effect of ‗bloom‘ or ‗rust‘ on the
apple‘s surface.

Using the Absolute Alpha option, recreate a waxy rind on the cheese by layering Conductor and Matte reflectance
shaders.
Image alpha maps can also be dragged directly from the image browser into the alpha channel preview area.

6.3.7 UV Scaling (Repeat) and Offsetting
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U and V values for image mapped shaders (eg, texture map, bump map) can be altered using the control in the
corner of the preview window, using the spinner controls to the right of the UV repeat and offset fields, or by
entering values in the UV repeat and offset fields.
Click and drag the yellow horizontal and vertical arrows to alter U repeat and V repeat respectively.

Click and drag the small yellow square to alter the offset. Dragging horizontally alters the U offset, and dragging
vertically alters the V offset.

Offset values are in the range -1 to +1, while scale values are in the range 0.01 to 100

6.3.8 Material Rectangle (Decal Mapping)
Material Rectangle
Another method for adding materials to the surfaces of an object‘s geometry is to use decal mapping, which is the
mapping of an image onto a localized area on the surface of an object.
Decal Mapping in trueSpace is achieved by the application of material rectangles. These are rectangular patches
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that are wrapped around a specified portion of an object‘s geometry with a projection mapped UV. The effect is
similar to sticking a rectangular label or transfer onto a surface.

6.3.9 Tutorial: Label a Jar

1.

Open the file ―cheeseboard6.scn.‖

2.

Select the jar and stopper object. Navigate down the hierarchy and select the jar object.

3.

Select the Material Rectangle
properties panel will appear.

4.

Click on New in the material rectangle properties panel, and a new material rectangle will appear on the jar
object.

5.

Click on the UV Position
icon in the panel, then click and drag the mouse to ‗slide‘ the material
rectangle across the surface of the jar object.

6.

Click on the UV Size

7.

Create a new shader with the texture map label.tga, matte reflectance (with default settings) and no
displacement.

8.

Apply the new shader to the UV map by clicking on the Paint Material Rectangle

icon from the UV icons in the toolbar. The material rectangle

icon in the panel, then click and drag the mouse to scale the material rectangle.

icon on the
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material rectangle properties panel.
UV Position
Click this icon to begin altering the UV position of the material rectangle in relation to the object‘s surface.
Right-clicking this icon will open a small panel containing U and V symbols. Clicking either symbol will disable or
enable dragging in the respective axis.
UV Size
Click this icon to begin altering the UV scaling of the material rectangle in relation to the object‘s surface.
Right-clicking this icon will open a small panel containing U and V symbols. Clicking either symbol will disable or
enable scaling in the respective axis.
Material Rectangle to Top
Clicking this icon will move the currently selected material rectangle to the foreground layer in the stack of material
rectangles, if there are two or more material rectangles assigned to an object.
Other Controls
Several other controls can be found on the Material Rectangle panel, as follows:
•
•
•
•

New: Creates a new material rectangle.
Del: Deletes currently selected material rectangle.
< and >: Used to select material rectangle if there are two or more assigned to an object.
Paint Material Rectangle and Get Material.

6.3.10 Animated Materials
Materials can be animated in much the same way as geometry by setting keyframes and recording the
material/shader properties at each of those keyframes.
To begin animating materials, click the material animation icon to open the keyframing controls.

Click the record keyframe icon (the red circle) at frame 0, then use the spinner control to select the frame you wish
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to create a keyframe at. Edit the material, and then click the record keyframe icon again to create the new keyframe.
Moving through the frames one at a time reveals the effect of the animation as one material gradually fades or
blends with another.

Click and drag up from the record keyframe icon to select the delete keyframe icon.
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6.4 LightWorks Shaders
6.4.1 The Color Shaders in Detail
Absolute Curvature
This is a false color surface evaluation shader. The angle of the surface is
mapped to an HLS color value.
Parameters:
• Min Curvature: Degree of curvature to be mapped to hue 0.
• Max Curvature: Degree of curvature to be mapped to hue 300.

Axion Spots
A 3D procedural shader that produces a mottled, veined or spotted surface, from
two colors.
Parameters:
• Color 1 and Color 2.
• Frequency: Controls how mottled the surface is, the larger the value, the
smaller and tighter the mottling.
• Bias: Controls the balance between Color 1 and Color 2.
• Blend: Controls how smoothly the texture blends between Color 1 and Color
2.
• Fractal: When checked the texture becomes more complex.

Blue Marble
A 3D procedural shader that produces a striated surface in pre-set shades of
blue, similar to marble.
Parameters:
• Scale: This controls the scale of the striations.
• Detail: This controls the complexity or turbulence of the striations.
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Chrome
A shader that recreates the appearance of shiny materials such as chrome by
using directional blending across a pre-set gradient.
Parameters:
• Highlight Color
• Vector (X, Y, Z): This is the directional vector for the blend.
• Mix: Determines the balance between the directional blends colors and the
Highlight Color, a value of 1 equals solid highlight color.

Cubes
This shader makes an object look as though it is carved from a block of cubes
which alternate between an odd and an even color.
Parameters:
• Odd Color and Even Color
• Size: Controls the size of the ‗apparent‘ cubes

Draft Angle Evaluation
This shader is used to evaluate mold shapes for designers, and will show any
possible problems with cast extraction.
Parameters:
• Pass Color: Areas without problems will be this color.
• Fail Color: Areas that would be impossible to pull out will be this color.
• Warning Color: Areas that may have problems with extraction will be this
color.
• Overhang Color: Areas that would overhang the mold and be impossible to
pull out will be this color.
• Draft Angle: Used in calculating failures, warnings, overhangs, and passes.
Usually 1 degree.
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• Tolerance: Used in calculating warnings and passes.
• Pull Direction (X, Y, Z): The way the cast object will be pulled from the
mold.
Setting 0 for draft angle results in ―fail color‖ zone disappearing.
Setting 0 for tolerance angle results in ―warning color‖ zone disappearing.

Gaussian Curvature
This is a false color surface evaluation shader. The angle of the surface is
mapped to an HLS color value.
Parameters:
• Min Curvature: Degree of curvature to be mapped to hue 0.
• Max Curvature: Degree of curvature to be mapped to hue 300.

Granite
A 3D procedural shader that imitates granite. Granite is composed of grains
from multiple minerals, each of which can be broken down into fragments.
Parameters:
• Scale: Controls the size of the grains.
• Type: Differ in variation of grain size and relative capacity of minerals (Siere,
Bianco, Diamond, Azalea, Auburn).
• Variation: Affects color variations.
• Cracks: Determines the visibility of the cracks between grains.
• Color Noise: Determines the intensity of the noise pattern distributed
randomly across the texture.
• Noise Scale: Controls the density of the noise pattern.
• Fragment Softness: Affects the strength of random grain deformations.
• Fragment Detail: Affects the scale of random grain deformations.
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• Fragment Size: Determines the average size of grain fragments compared to
whole grains.
• Fragment Color: Determine the colors of the four different minerals that
make up the granite texture, from largest to smallest (left to right).

Marble
A 3D procedural shader, similar to blue marble but offering greater control. A
noise function is used to add a granular appearance to the material.
Parameters:
• Ground Color and Vein Color.
• Scale: This controls the scale of the striations.
• Detail: This controls the complexity or turbulence of the striations.
• Vein Contrast: This controls the amount of blending or bleeding between the
Ground Color and Vein Color.
• Grain: This controls how grainy the surface appears to be.
• Grain Scale: This controls the size of the grains.

Mean Curvature
This is a false color surface evaluation shader. The angle of the surface is
mapped to an HLS color value.
Parameters:
• Min Curvature: Degree of curvature to be mapped to hue 0.
• Max Curvature: Degree of curvature to be mapped to hue 300.
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Plain Color
The most basic color shader this just assigns a single color to the material.

Roof Tiles
This shader simulates various styles of roof tiles as they are usually seen from
ground level (in other words, when looking at the roof surface at an angle of
about 45 degrees). Note that the roof tiles pattern that we usually observe is
mainly the result of changes in the normals and variable illumination (for
example, edges of the tile being in shadow) rather than actual variations in the
color of the tile. This shader achieves this effect using just a surface color
pattern.
Parameters:
• Scale: Overall scaling of the pattern.
• Style: The style of tiles which are simulated: flat, scalloped, diamond,
hexagonal, classic, espana, spanish, and roma.
• T. Length & T. Width: Control the size of the `top‘ surface of the tile.
• Thickness: Controls how thick the tile is and therefore how much of the edge
is visible.
• Fuzz: Controls the amount of blending along the tile edge.
• Tile Color 1 & 2: The color of each tile is selected randomly from the range
of colors specified by these two parameters. If these parameters are the same,
then the tiles will have a uniform color; if they are different, then tile colors
will vary across the pattern.
• Edge Color: Controls the color of the exposed edge. (Usually this should be
darker than the tile colors to simulate the effect of the edge being in shadow.)
• Variation: Adds random color variation within a single tile, for example to
simulate dirt on the tile surface. Note: No part of any tile will ever have a
color outside the range specified by the tile color parameters. The value of
―Variation‖ determines how far from the tile‘s selected base color areas of the
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tile can deviate. A value of zero will give a uniform color across the entire tile.
As the value is increased, the variation of color within a tile will increase.
With a value of 1.0 a tile with a base color equal to ―Tile Color 1‖ may contain
spots of ―Tile Color 2‖.
• Var. Scale: Controls how the color variation is distributed across the tile.
Small values will produce a speckled effect, while larger ones will produce
larger patches of different colors on the tile.

Simple Wood
A 3D procedural shader which produces bands of color similar to a wood grain.
Parameters:
• Light Wood and Dark Wood: Color values.
• Scale: This controls the size of the wood bands.
• Point (X, Y, Z): Position of wood grain.
• Direction (X, Y, Z): Direction of wood grain.
• Noise: Distortion or complexity of the wood bands.

Solid Clouds
A 3D procedural shader that reproduces the appearance of clouds against a base
color.
Parameters:
• Back Color and Cloud Color.
• Scale: This controls the size and spacing of the cloudy patches.
• Detail: This controls how complex and fuzzy the cloudy patches are.
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Solid Polka
A 3D procedural shader which makes an object look as though it has been
carved from a material with evenly spaced spheres embedded throughout it.
Parameters:
• Back Color and Spot Color.
• Scale: This controls the overall size of the pattern.
• Radius: This controls the size of the spheres.
• Separation: Distance between the spheres.
• Edge Softness: This controls the amount of blending between the Spot Color
and the Back Color.

Surface Evaluation
A traditional method of assessing the curvature of complex surfaces such as car
bodies has been to place them within a brightly lit cylinder (or half-cylinder)
which has longitudinal bands. This shader simulates such an arrangement with
a virtual cylinder allowing designers to visualize surface curvature within
trueSpace
Parameters:
• Base Color, and Band Color: Color values.
• Centre: The location of the virtual cylinder in relation to the object.
• Axes: Specifies the orientation of the cylinder (0 is X, 1 is Y, 2 is Z).
• Bands: How many bands the cylinder should have.
• Coverage: The ratio of band color to base color.
• Radius: The radius of the cylinder.
• Minimum Angle: Controls the length of the cylinder. Note that smaller values
give a longer cylinder.
• Fuzz: This controls the amount of blending between the Base Color and the
Band Color.
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Note: If part of the surface is outside the virtual cylinder then no banded and
shows the constant base color. You should ensure your cylinder is big enough
and place its center in the middle of the geometry being examined.

Texture Map
Applies a 2D image to the surface as though the object is wrapped in a printed
material or has been painted.
Parameters:
• File: The bitmapped image to be used; this can be a tga, bmp, dib, jpg, png,
avi, dds, txr, ndl, tif or lwi file.
• U and V Repts: This controls how often the texture map is repeated across the
object‘s UV space.
• U and V Offset: This controls the offset of the initial positioning of the
texture map in the object‘s UV space.
• Flt: When checked the texture map will be filtered rather than point sampled
as it is rendered.
• Anim: Allows texture mapped avi files to be animated on a frame per rendered
frame basis.
• Overlay: When checked the object‘s base color will be rendered in place of
transparent areas taken from an image file with an alpha channel included
(32bit images only—such as 32bit tga or png files).

Turbulent
A 3D procedural shader that produces a single color, mottled, veined or spotted
surface with light and dark areas.
Parameters:
• Color
• Scale: This controls the size of the mottling.
• Detail: This controls the complexity or turbulence of the mottling.
• Amplitude: This controls the range of the light and dark variation.
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• Contrast: This controls the blending between areas of light and dark.

Wood
A 3D procedural shader that produces bands of color similar to a wood grain.
Wood produces a more detailed finish than the Simple Wood shader does.
Parameters:
• Wood Color, Ring Color and Grain Color: Color values for dark (spring
wood) and light (fall wood) bands, and for the wood grain (flecks in the
material).
• Pattern Scale: This controls the overall size of the wood grain.
• Grain: Controls how granular or flecked the wood appears to be.
• Trunk Direction (X, Y, Z): This controls the direction that the wood grain
runs in through the object.
• Trunk Centre (X, Y, Z): This controls the offset if the centre of the wood
grain in relation to the object.
• Gnarl: This controls the distortion or complexity of the bands of Dark Wood
and Light Wood.
• Ring Fuzz In and Ring Fuzz Out: Control the blending between the wood
color and Ring Color, and the blending between the Ring Color and Wood
Color, respectively.
• Ring Fuzz Grain: Controls how granular the blending between the Wood
Color and Ring Color appears.
• Ring Width: Controls the thickness of the bands of Ring Color in relation to
the bands of Wood Color.
• Wood Type: There are the following pre-set wood types to choose
from—Standard, Oak, Pine, Cherry, Birch and Maple.

Wrapped Brick
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A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a
simple brickwork pattern.
Parameters:
• Brick Color and Mortar Color.
• Brick Width, Brick Height and Mortar Size: Controls the relative size and
spacing of the bricks.
• Scale: Controls the overall size of the brick pattern.

Wrapped Brick Bonds
A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a
complex brickwork pattern that includes the mixing of bricks of different types.
Parameters:
• Side Color, End Color and Mortar Color: There are two color values for
both the sides and the ends of the bricks (blended in a mottled pattern), plus a
color for the mortar.
• Width, Height, Depth and Mortar Size: Controls the relative size and
spacing of the bricks.
• Scale: Controls the overall size of the brick pattern.
• Rough Scale, Rough Amplitude and Fuzz: These parameters control how
cleanly the edges of the bricks are defined.
• Bond: The pattern of brick types (or orientation) is determined by one of the
following pre-sets: Stretcher, Common, Flemish, English, Stack and Rowlock.

Wrapped Checker
A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a
checker board pattern.
Parameters:
• Odd Color and Even Color
• Size: Controls the size of the checks.
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Wrapped Diagonal
A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates
diagonal stripes, like candy stripes.
Parameters:
• Back Color and Stripe Color
• Size: Controls the overall size of the pattern.
• Width: Controls the width of the stripes in relation to the Back Color.
• Fuzz: Controls the amount of blending between the Back Color and the Stripe
Color.

Wrapped Grid
A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a grid
pattern.
Parameters:
• Back Color and Grid Color
• Scale: Controls the overall size of the pattern.
• Width and Height: Control the width and height of the grid‘s squares (Back
color) in relation to the Grid Color.
• Fuzz: Controls the amount of blending between the Back Color and the Grid
Color.

Wrapped Polka
A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a
pattern or ‗polka dots‘.
Parameters:
• Back Color and Spot Color
• Scale: Controls the overall size of the pattern.
• Radius and Separation: Control the size of the spots and the distance
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between them.
• Edge Softness: Controls the amount of blending between the Back Color and
the Spot Color.

Wrapped Textured Brick
A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a
brickwork pattern with bricks that have a mottled appearance.
Parameters:
• Brick Color 1, Brick Color 2 and Mortar Color: There are two color values
for the bricks (blended in a mottled pattern), plus a color value for the mortar.
• Brick Width, Brick Height, and Mortar Size: Controls the relative size and
spacing of the bricks
• Scale: Controls the overall size of the brick pattern.
• Rough Scale and Rough Amplitude: These parameters control how cleanly
the edges of the bricks are defined.
• Seed: The seed value for a fractal noise function that applies to both the brick
texture and the brick edge definition.

Wrapped U Stripe
A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates
stripes oriented in the U (horizontal) direction, like candy stripes.
Parameters:
• Back Color and Stripe Color
• Size: Controls the overall size of the pattern.
• Width: Controls the width of the stripes in relation to the Back Color.
• Fuzz: Controls the amount of blending between the Back Color and the Stripe
Color.
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Wrapped V Stripe
A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates
stripes oriented in the V (vertical) direction, like candy stripes.
Parameters:
• Back Color and Stripe Color
• Size: Controls the overall size of the pattern.
• Width: Controls the width of the stripes in relation to the Back Color.
• Fuzz: Controls the amount of blending between the Back Color and the Stripe
Color.

Wrapped Wood
A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that produces
bands of color similar to a wood grain and arranges them in planking or tiling
patterns.
Parameters:
• Wood Color, Ring Color, Grain Color and Groove Color: Color values for
dark (spring wood) and light (fall wood) bands, for the wood grain (flecks in
the material) and for the color of the gaps between tiles or planks in the
Replication pattern.
• Pattern Scale: This controls the overall size of the wood grain.
· Grain: Controls how granular or flecked the wood appears to be.
• Trunk Direction (X, Y, Z): This controls the direction in which the wood
grain runs through the object.
• Trunk Centre (X, Y, Z): This controls the offset of the centre of the wood
grain in relation to the object.
• Gnarl: This controls the distortion or complexity of the bands of Dark Wood
and Light Wood.
• Ring Fuzz In and Ring Fuzz Out: Control the blending between the Wood
Color and Ring Color, and the Blending Between The Ring Color and Wood
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Color, respectively.
• Ring Fuzz Grain: Controls how granular the blending between the Wood
Color and Ring Color appears.
• Ring Width: Controls the thickness of the bands of Ring Color in relation to
the bands of Wood Color.
• Wood Type: There are the following pre-set wood types to choose
from—Standard, Oak, Pine, Cherry, Birch and Maple.
• Plank Length, Plank width and Groove width: control the size of the planks
and the size of the gaps between planks.
• Plank Variation: Controls the degree to which the texture varies from one
plank to the next
• Strips: Controls the number of planks per tile in the Replication pattern.
• Replication: Controls the way in which planks are arranged using one of the
following patterns: Squares, Herringbone, Floorboard and Ladder.

6.4.2 The Bump Shaders in Detail
Bump Map
Applies a 2D image to the surface as though the object is wrapped in a printed
material or has been painted. The brightness levels of this image are then used to
determine how much the surface normal is altered at each point across the
surface, producing an embossed effect.
Parameters:
• File: The bitmapped image to be used, this can be a tga, bmp, dib, jpg, png,
avi, dds, txr, ndl, tif or lwi file.
• U and V Repts: Controls how often the texture map is repeated across the
object‘s UV space.
• U and V Offset: Controls the offset of the initial positioning of the texture
map in the object‘s UV space.
• Amplitude: Controls how ‗deep‘ the embossing effect is and also the direction
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in which the surface is embossed (negative values can be used).
• Flt: When checked the texture map will be filtered rather than point sampled
as it is rendered.
• Anim: Allows texture mapped avi files to be animated on a frame per rendered
frame basis.

Casting
A 3D procedural bump shader that makes a surface appear irregular with
occasional pits or bumps as though it has been roughly cast in a mould.
Parameters:
• Scale: Controls the overall size of the irregular pattern.
• Amplitude: Controls how ‗deep‘ the irregularity of the surface appears.
• Detail: Controls the complexity and detail of the surface irregularity.
• Scale (Indentation): Controls the overall size of a secondary pattern of pits or
bumps.
• Amplitude (Indentation): Controls how ‗deep‘ the pits or bumps appear.
• Threshold: Controls how often pits or bumps appear, larger values giving
more bumps.

Leather
A 3D procedural bump shader that gives a surface an appearance similar to
leather. The leather has a cellular appearance with each of the cells having a
complex surface roughness. The irregularity of the cells‘ sizes and placing can
be controlled as can the curvature of the cell boundaries and the roughness of
the cells themselves.
Parameters:
• Scale, Cell Amplitude and Irregularity: Control the size and depth of the
cells and the irregularity of the cells boundaries.
• Smooth Max and Min: As these values move towards 0, the surface becomes
smoother.
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• Rough Amplitude, Detail and Frequency: Control the depth, complexity and
frequency / scale of a secondary texture which is superimposed over the cell
texture.
• Curve Amplitude, Detail and Frequency: If you imagine the cells being
defined by a grid of lines the parameters control the ‗waviness‘ and
irregularity of those lines.
• Fold Amplitude, Detail and Frequency: Control the depth, complexity and
frequency / scale of the roughness sub-texture of the cells.

Rough
A 3D procedural bump shader that gives a surface a generic rough appearance.
The surface consists of a smoother undulating layer with rougher, irregular
bumps protruding from it. Good for anything from rocky surfaces to entire
landscapes.
Parameters:
• Scale: Controls the overall scale of the surface and also the frequency of the
bumps.
• Amplitude: Controls how ‗deep‘ the surface texture appears to be.
• Detail: Controls the overall complexity of the surface and also how much the
bumps disturb the surface.
• Sharpness: Controls how sharp or smooth the surface texture is, the higher the
value, the smoother the surface.

Wrapped Dimple
A 2D procedural bump shader, wrapped across an object‘s UV space, that gives
the appearance of evenly spaced ellipsoids pushing through the object‘s surface.
Parameters:
• Scale: Controls the overall size of the pattern.
• Radius and Separation: Control the size of the dimples and the distance
between them.
• Centre Depth: Controls how deep the dimples appear to be.
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• Blend: Controls how smoothly the dimples appear to break the surface.

Wrapped Knurl
A 2D procedural bump shader, wrapped across an object‘s UV space, that
makes the object appear to be covered in facets that have been pushed in at their
centres (knurls).
Parameters:
• Scale: Controls the size / frequency of the knurl pattern.
• Amplitude: Controls how deep the knurls appear.
• Blend: Controls how smoothly the surface is distorted by the knurls with high
values removing the faceted appearance and making the knurls look more like
smooth, rounded bumps.

Wrapped Leather
A 2D procedural bump shader, wrapped across an object‘s UV space, that
makes an object look as though it has been covered with leather or skin. The
leather has a cellular appearance with each of the cells having a complex surface
roughness. The irregularity of the cells‘ sizes and placing can be controlled as
can the curvature of the cell boundaries and the roughness of the cells
themselves.
Parameters:
• Scale, Cell Amplitude and Irregularity: Control the size and depth of the
cells and the irregularity of the cells‘ boundaries.
• Smooth Max and Min: As these values move towards 0, the surface becomes
smoother.
• Rough Amplitude, Detail and Frequency: Control the depth, complexity and
frequency / scale of a secondary texture which is superimposed over the cell
texture.
• Curve Amplitude, Detail and Frequency: If you imagine the cells being
defined by a grid of lines, the parameters control the ‗waviness‘ and
irregularity of those lines.
• Fold Amplitude, Detail and Frequency: Control the depth, complexity and
frequency / scale of the roughness sub-texture of the cells.
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Wrapped Rough
A 2D procedural bump shader, wrapped across an object‘s UV space, that
makes the object appear to be wrapped in a generic rough material. The surface
consists of a smoother undulating layer with rougher, irregular bumps
protruding from it.
Parameters:
• Scale: Controls the overall scale of the surface and also the frequency of the
bumps.
• Amplitude: Controls how ‗deep‘ the surface texture appears to be.
• Detail: Controls the overall complexity of the surface and also how much the
bumps disturb the surface.
• Sharpness: Controls how sharp or smooth the surface texture is, the higher the
value, the smoother the surface.

Wrapped Treadplate
A 2D procedural bump shader, wrapped across an object‘s UV space, that
makes the object appear to be covered by a criss-cross pattern of lozenge shaped
bumps, similar to the treadplate material used for making metal steps and
gantries.
Parameters:
• Scale: Controls the overall scale / frequency of the pattern of bumps.
• Amplitude: Controls how ‗deep‘ the bumps appear to be.
• Radius: Controls how large and rounded the bumps are in relation to the
overall scale of the pattern.
• Blend: Controls how smoothly the bumps appear to be pressed from the
surface.
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6.4.3 The Transparency Shaders in Detail
Eroded
A 3D procedural shader that produces a pattern of opaque and transparent areas
which makes an object appear to be eroded across its surface.
Parameters:
• Scale: Controls the overall size of the pattern.
• Coverage: Controls the balance between areas that are opaque and areas that
are transparent: a value of 1 equals completely opaque.
• Fuzz: Controls the degree to which the pattern is blended between the opaque
and transparent areas.

Filter
A simple shader which makes a surface more transparent as it moves toward a
specified color value. The effect is similar to that of a colored filter or gel.
The only parameter is the color value of the filter, but the overall effect will be
determined by the color value of the filter and the color of the surface itself.

Glow
A simple shader which makes an object appear to be more transparent as its
surfaces are angled further from the eye / camera direction. This has the effect
of giving objects a glowing or cloudy appearance with an object being opaque at
its centre and transparent at its outer edge.
Parameters:
• Scale: Controls the overall size of the noise component if applicable.
• Centre Coverage: Controls how opaque / transparent the object is at its
center.
• Edge Coverage: Controls how opaque / transparent the object is at its edge.
• Zero Angle: Controls how far from the object centre the effect extends by
specifying the angular difference between the eye / camera direction and the
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surface that defines the outer edge.
• Edge Fall Off: Controls how quickly the edge coverage value is reached by
adjusting the blending between a linear blend and an exponential blend: a
value of 0 gives a linear blend while a value of 1 will reach the edge coverage
value immediately.
• Noise Density: Controls how noisy or turbulent the effect is with high values
giving an appearance similar to ‗puffy‘ clouds.
• Detail: Controls the complexity and detail of the noise if applicable.

Wrapped Checker
A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a
checker board pattern.
Parameters:
• Odd Coverage and Even Coverage: the transparency values for the
alternating checks.
• Size: controls the size of the checks.
• Fuzz: controls the amount of blending between the odd and even checks.

Wrapped Filter
Applies a 2D image to the surface as though the object is wrapped in a printed
material or has been painted. The transparency level is determined by the
brightness at each point in the filtering image.
Parameters:
• File: The bitmapped image to be used, this can be a tga, bmp, dib, jpg, png,
avi, dds, txr, ndl, tif or lwi file.
• Anim: Allows texture mapped avi files to be animated on a frame per rendered
frame basis.
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Wrapped Grid
A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a grid
pattern.
Parameters:
• Scale: Controls the overall size of the pattern.
• Width and Height: Control the width and height of the grid‘s squares (Back
color) in relation to the Grid Color.
• Fuzz: Controls the amount of blending between the Back Color and the Grid
Color
• Transparency: Controls the transparency value of the grid, the grid spaces are
always totally transparent.

Wrapped Square
A simple shader that creates a ‗window‘ in an object‘s surface mapped across its
UV space.
Parameters:
• Smin, Smax , Tmin and Tmax: Control the size and position of the window
in relation to the surface by describing distances across (S) and down (T).
• Sfuzz and Tfuzz: Control the amount of blending across (S) and down (T)
between the window and the rest of the surface.
• Inside Coverage and Outside Coverage: Control the opacity / transparency
level of the window (Inside) and the rest of the surface (Outside).

6.4.4 The Reflectance Shaders in Detail

Reflectance Parameters Quick Reference
• Luminance: Determines how bright the surface will be before any light has interacted with it.
• Diffuse: Determines how much light is scattered across the surface before highlights are calculated.
• Shininess: Determines the brightness of surface highlights.
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• Specular: Determines the spread and softness of surface highlights (inversely proportional to the specular value).
• Reflection: Determines how much color reflected from the environment or taken from an environment map will be
mixed with the color of the surface (as determined by all other shader properties).
• Transmission: Determines how much light can pass through the material.
• Refraction: Determines the extent to which light is bent as it passes through an object.
• Specular Color: The color that shows in the highlighted areas.

Caligari Metal
A metal shader that supports raytraced reflection, transmission and refraction.
Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Shininess, Specular,
Reflection, Transmission and Refraction.

Caligari Metal Enhanced
A metal shader that supports raytraced reflection, transmission, and refraction.
The difference from Caligari Metal shader is that the enhanced version of the
shader does not include the reflections/refractions of the background. This
prevents the unintended effect of reflective surface appearing as transparent.
Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Shininess, Specular,
Reflection, Transmission and, Refraction.

Caligari Phong
An extremely versatile, general-purpose shader which can reproduce almost any
kind of material from plastic, through metals to glass.
Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated, but it is still
very effective in non raytraced rendering.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular,
Reflection, Transmission, Refraction and Specular Color.
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Caligari Phong Enhanced
An extremely versatile, general-purpose shader which can reproduce almost any
kind of material from plastic, through metals to glass. The difference from
Caligari Phong shader is that the enhanced version of the shader does not
include the reflections/refractions of the background. This prevents the
unintended effect of reflective surface appearing as transparent. Raytracing must
be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated, but it is still very effective in
non-raytraced rendering.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular,
Reflection, Transmission, Refraction, and Specular Color.

Chrome 2D
A shader that uses false reflections, generated as a 2D function, to give the
appearance of a highly reflective metallic surface: such as chrome, without the
need for raytracing.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess and
Specular.
Additional parameters:
• Chrome F: Controls how visible the false reflection is.
• Seed: A seed value for the 2D function.

Constant
A shader that renders the color of a surface at 100% of its value as no light or
shadow has any effect on the surface. There are no parameters to set.
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Dielectric
A shader which produces surfaces that exhibit stronger specular qualities the
more they are angled away from the camera or the eye. The extent of the effect
is determined by the diffuse and transmission values. The higher the diffuse
value the greater the visibility of the outer edges of the object. The higher the
transmission value the more extreme the overall effect.
Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular,
Reflection, Transmission, Refraction and Specular Color.

Conductor
A shader that includes both specular and reflective properties, and also offers
some control over the way in which the color of surface reflections may be
altered by the absorption and distortion of light reflected from the surface. The
Conductor shader tends to produce surfaces with a bright metallic finish.
Increasing the diffuse value makes the material appear more like plastic.
Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular
and Reflection.
Additional parameters:
• Refraction (Red, Green, Blue): The color values are subtractive and alter the
color of the light reflected from the surface.
• Absorption (Red, Green, Blue): The color values are subtractive and alter the
color of the light reflected from the surface.

Environment
A shader that uses a bitmapped image generated from the point of view of the
object as a source of false reflections. Does not support reflection, transmission
or refraction.
The image is mapped as though it is being reflected in the surface, so it is the
angle of the surface that determines how the image is mapped rather than the
surface UV mapping. The shader is particularly useful for re-creating
mirror-like reflections.
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Produces realistic surface reflections without the need for raytracing but the
environment map itself can take some time to generate.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess and
Specular.
Additional parameters:
• Environment: The equivalent of the reflection value.
• Angle Scale: Controls the proportional relationship between the surface angle
and the mapping co-ordinates.
• Resolution: Controls the resolution of the generated environment map: low,
med and high pre-set values.

Environment Map
A shader that uses a bitmapped image as a source of false reflections which it
can then combine with true reflections through ray tracing. Does not support
transmission or refraction. The image is mapped as though it is being reflected
in the surface, so it is the angle of the surface that determines how the image is
mapped rather than the surface UV mapping. The shader is particularly useful
for re-creating metallic effects with reflections in scenes that do not contain
much geometric detail.
Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated, however,
false reflections are still rendered when raytracing is disabled and the material
can be rendered quickly.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular,
Reflection and Refraction.
Additional parameters:
• Filename.
• Anim: Toggles animation for avi files.

Glass
A shader that re-creates the reflective and refractive properties of glass. You
should not use a transparency shader in conjunction with the Glass shader as this
will reduce the effectiveness of the glass shader.
Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated.
The parameters that can be altered are Shininess, Specular, Reflection,
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Transmission and Refraction.

Mapped Metal
This shader provides the capability of modulating any of the metal shader
parameters using a supplied image based map. (See the Caligari Metal shader
for a list of the editable parameters.)
To switch a particular field to image-based representation, click on the field
name button. An image can be selected for a particular field using either the
ImageBrowser (after left-click on the file button), or the regular Windows file
dialog (after right-click on the button).
The ―x‖ button can be used to clear the particular image field and return to the
slider interface.

Mapped Phong
This shader provides the capability of modulating any of the phong shader
parameters using a supplied image based map. (See the Caligari Phong shader
for a list of the editable parameters.)
To switch a particular field to image-based representation, click on the field
name button. An image can be selected for a particular field using either the
ImageBrowser (after left-click on the file button), or the regular Windows file
dialog (after right-click on the button).
The ―x‖ button can be used to clear the particular image field and return to the
slider interface.

Matte
A shader that uses just the Luminance and Diffuse properties to re-create
surfaces with a matte finish such as paper or card.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance and Diffuse.
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Metal
A simple metal shader that does not support raytraced characteristics such as
reflection, transparency and refraction that can be rendered very quickly.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Shininess, and Specular.

Mirror
A shader for reproducing highly polished reflective surfaces such as mirrors or
polished metal. Does not support Transmission or Refraction.
Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular
and Reflection.

Multilayer Paint
A powerful shader that recreates the complex reflective characteristics of 2 and
3 layer paints used in product design (especially in the motor industry). This
shader recreates not only the reflective properties of the base color layer but also
those of the optional layer of metallic particulate and those of the lacquer or
varnish layer.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance (base), Diffuse (base),
Shininess (lacquer), Specular (lacquer), Reflection (lacquer), Transmission
(lacquer), Refraction (lacquer) and Specular Color (lacquer).
Additional parameters:
• Metallic F.: Controls how visible the metallic flakes are.
• Specularity: Controls the specular component for the metallic flakes.
• Flake Scale: Controls the size of the metallic flakes.
• Flake Depth: Controls how coarse or rough the metallic flakes make the
material appear to be.
• Flake Type: A choice of aluminium, silver or gold, altering the overall look of
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the paint with some color tinting.

Phong
A general-purpose shader that re-creates surfaces with specular highlights such
as plastic or ceramic surfaces. The Phong shader does not support raytraced
characteristics such as reflection, transparency and refraction but can be
rendered very quickly.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular
and Specular Color.

Plastic
A shader similar to the Phong shader that recreates surfaces with specular
highlights such as plastic or ceramic surfaces, but with much more subdued
highlights then those produced with the Phong shader. The Plastic shader does
not support raytraced characteristics such as reflection, transparency and
refraction but can be rendered very quickly.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular
and Specular Color.

Translucency
A shader that re-creates a material that appears to reflect a large amount of light
from its internal volume.
The only parameter is the translucency level that determines how much light
appears to be reflected from inside the material.

Translucent Plastic
A shader similar to the Plastic shader, but unlike the Plastic shader, Translucent
Plastic appears to reflect large amounts of light from the interior volume of the
object. The Translucent Plastic shader does not support raytraced characteristics
such as reflection, transparency and refraction but can be rendered very quickly.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular
and Specular Color.
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Additional parameters:
• Translucency: Controls the overall extent of the translucent effect.

Wrapped Anisotropic
A shader that imitates the property of brushed metal surfaces and some kinds of
rocks, where the surface reflects light differently from different viewing angles.
The visible effect is one of streaking or scoring of the surface which scatters the
reflected light in different directions.
The Wrapped Anisotropic shader applies the pattern of streaks across the
surface‘s UV space. The shader does not support raytraced characteristics such
as reflection, transparency and refraction.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular
and Specular Color.
Additional parameters:
• Cylinder Distance: Controls the size and number of streaks.
• Floor Height: Controls the contrast between the streaks.

Note: Although this material does not require raytracing it is computationally
expensive and therefore takes a long time to render.

Wrapped Circular Anisotropic
A shader that imitates the property of brushed metal surfaces where the surface
reflects light differently from different viewing angles. The visible effect is one
of circular grooves or scoring of the surface which scatters the reflected light in
different directions. The Wrapped Anisotropic shader applies the pattern of
grooves across the surface‘s UV space. The shader does not support raytraced
characteristics such as reflection, transparency and refraction.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular
and Specular Color.
Additional parameters:
• Cylinder Distance: Controls the size and number of streaks.
• Floor Height: Controls the contrast between the streaks.
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• Width and Height: Control the width and height of the apparent grooves.

Note: Although this material does not require raytracing it is computationally
expensive and therefore takes a long time to render.

Wrapped Mirror Map
A shader that uses a bitmapped image as a source of false reflections which it
can then combine with true reflections through ray tracing. Does not support
transmission or refraction. The image is mapped across the object‘s UV space
and can be blended through a softness value. The shader is particularly useful
for re-creating metallic effects with reflections in scenes that do not contain
much geometric detail.
Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated; however,
false reflections are still rendered when raytracing is disabled and the material
can be rendered quickly.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular
and Reflection.
Additional parameters:
• Softness: Controls the softness/blending of the mapped image.
• Filename: The name of the image file to use for the false reflections.

Wrapped Woven Anisotropic
A shader that imitates the property of fabrics and other woven surfaces, where
the surface reflects light differently from different viewing angles. The visible
effect is one of streaking of the surface in both horizontal and vertical
directions, which scatters the reflected light in different directions.
The Wrapped Woven Anisotropic shader applies the pattern of streaks across
the surface‘s UV space. The shader does not support raytraced characteristics
such as reflection, transparency and refraction.
The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular
and Specular Color.
Additional parameters:
• Bias: Controls the balance between the effects of the horizontal and the
vertical weave.
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Note: Although this material does not require raytracing it is computationally
expensive and therefore takes a long time to render.

Shadow Catcher

A special material that is used to create shadows with fully mapped alpha transparency for use in composition
and montage work (especially useful for combining rendered images with photographic images). A shadow
catcher object renders just the shadows it receives into the background image.
None of the normal reflection parameters apply.
Parameters:
• Catch: Check this to ‗activate‘ the shadow catcher material.
• Brightness: Controls how light the shadow is.
• Shadow Color: Controls the color of the shadow.

Note: Objects with the shadow catcher material applied will both receive shadows and cast shadows, and they
will occlude objects that pass behind them.

VirtuaLight Reflectance Shader
See the VirtuaLight section of Artist Guide Chapter 7: Lighting and Rendering.

